Aquaphalt is a permanent eco-friendly patch material for asphalt and concrete manufactured in Charlottesville, VA. It is commonly used by DOTs, municipalities, government agencies, schools and universities, property management firms, asphalt maintenance contractors, and anyone else who has roadway and parking areas that need to be maintained. Aquaphalt is available in three size aggregates:

- **4.0 - FINE**
  - Used for repairs .5”- 1”

- **6.0 - MEDIUM**
  - Used for repairs 1”+

- **9.0 - COARSE**
  - Used for repairs 1.25”+

**SIMPLE INSTALLATION: JUST POUR, WATER AND TAMP FOR A PERMANENT REPAIR.**

**HAND TAMPER**

Aquaphalt’s Shock-Absorbing Hand Tamper:
- Built-in shock absorber
- Reduces vibrations
- Reduces stress on forearms and back

**LEARN MORE ABOUT AQUAPHALT PRODUCTS AT AQUAPHALT.COM**
Aquaphalt is a permanent and eco-friendly asphalt patch material manufactured in Charlottesville, Virginia and distributed all over the country. The target markets for Aquaphalt are DOTs, utility and site contractors, municipalities, government agencies, property/facility management firms, asphalt maintenance and stripping contractors, schools, and anyone that has a large amount of asphalt they need to maintain. While Aquaphalt is new to the U.S., it has been successfully sold in Europe for 20+ years.

**THE MAIN SELLING POINTS OF AQUAPHALT:**

- Permanent, backed by a 3 year warranty
- Environmentally friendly, no VOCs whatsoever
- Sets-up with only water
- Can be installed in below freezing temperatures
- Ideal for high temperatures
- Open to traffic right away and will be cured by the next day
- No need for large crews or special tools
- Core hole patching for highway contractors
- CalTrans, ADOT, ODOT, WADOT, VDOT, MDOT, SCDOT, FLDOT, GADOT, TNDOT approved (along with many others)

To learn more and check out Aquaphalt in action, go to: [aquaphalt.com](http://aquaphalt.com)

**AQUAPHALT FAQs**

**How much water do I use?**
We recommend 1 gallon of water per bucket of Aquaphalt, but you cannot add too much.

**Can I install Aquaphalt on top of a failing sub-grade?**
No, you need to remove failing asphalt and compact your sub-grade before installing Aquaphalt.

**What do I do when it's below freezing?**
Simply add something to your water to keep it from freezing. Mix in RV Anti-freeze or salt brine and pour that mixture on top of your Aquaphalt patch.

**Why should I use Aquaphalt when cold patch is half the price?**
Cold patch could be free, but if it doesn’t work it is costing you more money. Aquaphalt can be installed in any weather condition any time of year and will give you a permanent patch. All you need is a hand tamper and a bucket of water.

**What is the coverage rate?**
5 sq. feet at 1” thick

**What is the warranty?**
3 year warranty if installed at least 1” thick

**Shelf Life?**
12 months